March / Março / Akonythii ‘21
Dear Nigel & Ali,
In case you haven't heard, we are still in the UK. Our flights back home to Brazil were cancelled on the
morning we were due to fly and routes soon began to close. We prayed and God opened a door for us to
come to All Nations, which is where we met 8 years ago.
It's a lovely place for us and the kids - beautiful woods full of deer, squirrels and daffodils surround us and
Rita and Moses are able to play with other children for the first time in nearly a year! We are making good
use of the library and as spring comes and lockdown eases we hope to be able to go for a few sociallydistanced walks.
But we are not on leave. Ministry
continues but from the UK instead of
Brazil. We continue to have pastoral
oversight of the Betel church plant in
the quilombola community in Brazil.
Also our roles in Latin Link continue Tim is the Brazil Team Leader; Hannah
is the Short Term Coordinator
receiving and sending missionaries in
and from Brazil for up to 2 years.

All Nations
COVID kills one quilombola a day (CONAQ)

All Nations have also asked us to help with alumni engagement while we are here, and work to support
churches in Abyei, South Sudan continues from the UK as it would from Brazil. We expect to return to Brazil
in September.
Whilst we miss our Brazilian friends and home, we are grateful for the blessing of this time in a place which
is special to us. But do keep Brazil in your prayers at the moment as the second wave of COVID seems to be
widespread and the variant more infectious; many hospitals are already beyond capacity and many are
scared of what the coming weeks will bring. Also remember South Sudan: Abyei is one of the worst hit
states - while official numbers are relatively low compared to the UK or Brazil, it is hard to guage the true
impact because of under-reporting of cases in rural villages. Abyei Hospital does not have the capacity to
deal with coronavirus cases so patients attend MSF in Agok.
Please keep Abyei in your prayer for other reasons too. Talks initially propmpted by Misseriya refusal to
negotiate annual migration routes have still not reached conclusion and will resume in a month. One of the
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sticking points is who Miseriya representatives will be allowed to sign on behalf of - whether it should be on
behalf of just those groups who migrate through Abyei and have a genuine interest in Abyei, or on behalf of all
Misseriya, who live right across the Sudan/South Sudan border. Ngok Dinka fear that there could be long-term
consequences to the nature of self-determination of the area if they were to sign a document suggesting
hundreds of thousands of people who don't have any connection with Abyei have a stake in its future. Pray for
a just solution. If agreement is reached then the chances of Ngok families getting back their children who were
abducted last year will be much improved. Migration has been halted for the time being. In a separate
development, an accidental fire raged through Amiet peace market last month. Pray for the successful
reconstruction of the peace market - which brings prosperity to the area, enabling people to continue to live in
their villages, and promotes day-to-day peaceful interaction between Ngok Dinka and Misseriya.

Prayer requests:
FAQs
Do you work in Brazil or South Sudan?
Both! We live in Brazil but make visits to South Sudan
every year. God has given us a heart and long-term vision
for both countries.
Where do you live in Brazil?
Last year we moved 5hrs inland within Brazil to Custódia.
Custódia is in Northeast Brazil's semi-arid sertão region in
Pernambuco state. We work with the Betel Brasileiro
denomination with a focus on outreach to quilombolas in
Sabá and Cardoso, parts of the Serra da Torre quilombo.
Who are quilombolas again?
Quilombola communities are predominantly AfroBrazilian communities formed as an act of resistance to
slavery and racist oppression, often hundreds of years
ago. It is estimated that there are over 5,000 quilombola
communities in Brazil. Quilombolas are considered an
“unreached people group” in Brazil.

We know that your prayer and support makes a
difference. So thanks again for all you do to support
us and our ministry.
In Christ,
Hannah, Tim, Rita and Moses x

* We cry out in prayer for some of the cities in Brazil where
hospitals are beyond capacity with COVID patients and there
are oxygen shortages. Pray for mercy, comfort for those who
mourn, governments to prioritise healthcare, especially for
the poor and most vulnerable, and for churches to shine out
Christ's light and hope.
* Over the next couple of weeks the Brazilian Federal
Government is creating a national action plan to combat
COVID-19.
* Thank God for the provision of this beautiful home and
community for the coming months. Pray that we could find
ways to connect with and bless the ANCC community and
with our family and friends throughout the UK as things open
up.
* For Rita and Moses to continue to hold Custódia as home
in their hearts (as well as ANCC for now), that we would help
Rita to maintain her Portuguese, and most importantly her
key friendships in Brazil.
* Praise the Lord that the Teachers for Abyei Programme
continues to support teachers by topping up their income
and providing classroom resources to support them in their
role. It is ensuring access to education to hundreds of
primary school children in the villages of Mijak and
Rumamer, Abyei.
* For a just resolution to talks between Ngok Dinka and
Misseriya Ajaira representatives, the return of children abducted
last year, and the reconstruction of the peace market.

We love hearing from you! Here’s how to get in touch:
Email: tflatman@gmail.com / hmflatman@gmail.com UK number (until January only): 07831654523
WhatsApp: +5581983634598 / +5587999504884

